
was then calculated and compari:d with the sample of students studied by
Musgrove in his English study. Table 2 contains the data relating to this
comparison.=

The initial impression that is gained from an examination of the rank-
order figures in Table 1 is tfte similarity in the.overall pattern of responses
between the samples. The visual impression of similarity is confirmed by
statistical analysis. The tvp samples have a Spearman 'Rank-Order corrda-
tion coefficient which is highlye significant rrho' = t = df 19,
p > .001). This high correlation can be taken as at least teptative support
for the thesis that both English and Australian students, entering tertiary
studies, perceive a similar syndrome of problems facing them in- their new

The overall pattern of similarity between samples as far as the rank-
order of items is conCerned should not mislead one into thinking that the
data illustrates no. dissimilarities ,bdween English and Australian studerits...

Table 27-Rank tirder-of Items Checked by ,English and Australian University Samples*

'.

's.

. Item s Rank
I.. Feeling that you're not , working as hard

.

as you
should , 1

2. The thought of examinatinns or other forms of '
assessment .

3. Feeling overwhelmed by academic work
.4. Being boreil by some of your work
5. acing depressed

,

6. Being unsure of your abilities
7. _Difficulty in understanding lectures
8. Worry over money-
9. Worry about future career prospects

10. Problems with boy/girl friend-
I I. Feeling shy or awkward
12. Lack of guidance in your work by staff
13. The manner or attitude of a_ lecturer '
1,4. Worry about your family
15. Difficulty in doing written work or exercises
16. Feeling lonely
17. Disagreements with student friends
18. Unsatisfactory dccommodation
19. Difficulty in doing practieal work
20. Homesickness -

21. Rules or 'restrictions of your residential Icollege
'rho = .84 't' = *6.75 df 19, p < .001

r.
English
Sample

( N = 292)
%

1 (68.8)

2 (67.1)
3 (48.0)
4 (41.8)
5 (34.6)
6 (26.7)
7 (23.6)

18 23.6)
9 (21.2)

10 . (18.8)
11. (13:7)
12 (13.4)
13 (13.0)
14 (12.0)
15 (3.6)
16.5 (7.9)
16.5 (7.9)
18.0 (5.5)
19 (4.5)
20 (2.4)
21 (1.4)

Australian

SRTInikl=n1,, p21:09)

1 (78.0)

3 (55.5)
4.5 (47.8)

10 (30.1)
6 (41.6)

2 (56.9)
4.5 (47.8)
8 (31.6)

14 (19.1)
15 (18.9)
12 (23.0)
11 (26.3)

7 (35.4)
16 (15.8)

9 (31.1) ,
17 (14.8)

'21 (1.9)
18 (12.4)
13 (19.6)
19 (9.0)
20 . (1.3)

'

Indeed, when the percentagof Enulish and Australian students checking
identical items is compared Mere are often marked differences beqvem,them.

Ai4 uncontrolled variable in this comparison iS tt4 difference in samples in their
distribution by sex. In the English saniple almost- 76 per cent were males while the
percentage of males in the Australian sample ,is slightly less than 54 per,cent.

'The Spearman technique uSed in comparing the ,rank-order of samples is described
. in full in Siegel (1956. pp. 212-213).
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T is remains true, even in instances Where the rank-order of the item is

i entical for each sample. i
An examination uf Table 3 -reveals that on no less than' 15 .of the 21

items on the check-list, there are statistically significant .differences between
the samples.

'The English sample is 'proportionally more concerned over the problems
described in Items 2. and 17-'The thouiht of exams'. and 'Disagreement
with student friends'. No significant differences were observed on the follow-
ing six items-Item 3 'Feeling overwhelmed by academic work% Item 4 'Being

°bored by some of your work'. Item 5 'Being depressed% Itet'n 9.'Worry about
' future career 'prospects% ltem 10 Problems with boy/girl friend', and Item

14 'Worry about -your family%' On all 13 remaining items proportionally
more Australian students registered con6ern.

Table 3-Item on !zhich Cross-Cultural Samples Differ Significantly
:.

.

item 'z' III

( a ) Items with a greater- pronortion of Australian students checking.
1. Feeling that you're not working as hard as you should 3.29 < .001
6. Being unsure of your abilities 10.06 <.001
7. Difficulty in understanding lectures " 7.80. - <.001
8. Worry over money ' 2.80 .01>p.001
I; Feeling shy or awkward 3.88 <.001.7.-

. Lack of guidance in your work by staff . .5.16 00
3. The manner or attitude of a lecturer 8.62

<<..0011

5. Difficulty in doing written work or exeritises 10.71 <.001
6. Feeling lonely 3.45 <.001
8. Unsatisfactory accommodation 3.88 <.001
9. Difficulty in doing practital work 7.55 <401

20. Hoinesicknesi , 479 00
21. Rules _or restrictions of youi residential college 2.11

.05>p<:011

(h) Items with a greater proportion of English students checking.
2. The thought of examinations or other forms of assess4

ment ' ., 3.8i <.001
,

17. Disagreements with student friends , 4.29 <Orr
.

_

It should be noted that the marked differences in proportion" Aus-
tralian and English samples Checking particular items in these data closely

, parallel results obtained in an earlier study in which the same English sample
was' compared with a sample of Australian students enrolled at a College
of Advanced Ed6Cation (Collins, 1972). 'All of the comparisons which were
found to be statistically significant in the present data were also significant .

with the C.A.E. students. The obvious implication of ihese findilms is that
confirmation is gained for the impression gained from the eaflier study
that cross-cultural differences eXist between the English and Australian
samples.

. .

At least two possible interpretations can be placed on these findings.,.
Either Australian. studenIS are more anxious about the tertiary situation
they are entering or there actually are more pressures in the Australian milieu.
Whichever interpretation isthe correct one does not alter the conclusion that

*The technique for comparing the proportions from each culture is described in fu)1
in Bruning & Kiritz (1968. pp. 199-201).

'
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it seems that educators in Australia should look at the pressnres operating
in the tertiary studies context with a view to minimizing .those which are
not conducive to improving the laming enyironment.

(ii) Male-female comparison
In &se days of .heightened awareness to problems associated with the

role of the female in western society it seemed obvisus.that a comparison'of
the responses of male and female students shouldtbe made!'

The rst corkwitrison to be made was to assess the extent-to which male
and.female students perceived problemS facing them in.their new university
environment. This wag done by comparing the rank-order responses of the
two sub-groups and then calculating the Spearman correlation coefficient
between them. The data for this comparison is contained in Table 4.

Table 4-Rank order of Items Checked by Male and Female . indents

`Males
,

Femakis
Hem Rank % Rank '',.

I. Feeling that you're not working as hard as you
shoukl .1 (74.1) 1 (82.5)i The thought of examindtions or other forms of

. assessment 3.5 (43.8 ) 3 (69.1)
3. Feeling overwhelmed by 'academic iork 6 (40.2) 4 ($6.7)
4. Being bored by some of your work 2 (49.1) 9 (33.0)
5. Being depressed 1 I (25.0) 7.5 (36,1 )
6. Being unsure of your abilities 3.5 (43.8 ) 2 (72.2)

/7. Difficulty in understanding lectures 5 (42.9) 5 (53.6)
'8. Worry pver money 7 (35.7) 12 (26.8)
9.

.

Worry %bout future career prospects 13 (18.8 ) 13.5 (19.6)
0. Problems with boy/girl friend 14 (17.9) 13.5 (19.6)
I. Feeling shy or awkward IS (16.1) 11 (30.9)
2. Lack of guidance in your work by staff 12 (21.4 ) 10 (32.0)
3. The ,manner or attitude of a lecturer 8 (31.3) 6 (40.2)
4. Worry about yolir. faMily 18 (13.4 ) 15 (18.6)
5. Difficulty in doing written work or exercises 9 (26.8) 7.5 (36.1)
6. Feeling lonely 16 (15.2) 16 (14.4)
7. Disagreements with student friends 20 (2.7) 21 (1.0)
8. Unsatisfactory accommodation 17 (14.3) 19 (10.3)
9. Difficulty in doing practical w rk 10 (25.9 ) 17

20. Homesickness , L 19 (7.1 ) 18 (11 )
21. Rules or restrictions of your res'dential college .21 (0.0) 20 ( )'rho' = 0.88, r = 8.00, df 19, p < .001

The correlation coefficient of 0.88 (t = 8.00r. df 19, p < .001). is .nn
indication of a higli degree of consensus in the ranking of items by male
and female -students. It can thus be concluded that the general pattern Of
problems faced by beginning tertiary students is perceive a similar
way by male and female students.

The overall similarity in the ranking of problems by studeyits of the
two sexes should not be taken to indicate that their problems elthe samei
in every respect. When a comimrison is made of students checking irtdividual
items a different pattern emerges. As Table 5 indicates, there are seCren
items wherAiales and females differ significantly in their distribution cIf
responses.

-
:iThese and all subsequent comprisons are confined to .the Australian data only.
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Table.S-Summary-table of chi-square analyses of responus by sex

Itein
.

dt 1)-1

I. Fling that you're imt* working as hard as
.70

you shoed 1.66 .20>p>.10 (N.S.)..2. The thought of examinations yr other forms
of assessment r

\ 12.40 . 13< .001
3, Feeling overwhelmed by academic work 5.04 05>p>.02
4. Beit1g bored by some of-your wcfrk 4.91 .05>p>.02
5. Being depressed 2.53 .213>p>.10 (N.S.)

'Being unsure of your abffities 15.90 PC.001
Difficulty in understanding . lectures 1.99 .20>p>.10 '(N.S.)

8. Worry over money , . \ 1.51 .30>p>.20 (N.S.)
9.. Worry about future carter 'prospects 0.005 , 99>p>.98 (N.S.1

10. Problems with boy/girl friend 0.02 .90)p>.80 '(N.S.)
II:, Feeling Ay or awkward- 5.67 .02>p>.01
12. Lack of guidance in your work by staff 2.45 - , '.20>p>.10 (N.S.)
13...The manner or attitude of a lecturer L45 .30>p>.20 .(N.S.)
14. Worry about your family 0.69 .50>p>.30 (N.S.)
15. Difficulty in doing written work tir4xercises 1.68 .20>p>.10 (N.S.)

,16. Feeling, lonely 0.002 .95>p>.90 (N.S.)
-' 17. Disagreements with student friends 0.13 .80>p>.70 (N.S.)

18. Unsatisfactony accpnimodation 0.43 .70>p>.60 (N.S.)
19: Difficulty in doing practical work ' 5.20 .05>P>.02
20. Homesickness 0.66 .50>p>.40 (N.S.)
21. Rules or restrictions of your residential .

college 6.28
..

1, .02>0>.01
.

The items for which differences Were Observed may be divided into two
hrbad categories - pretsonal (non-academic) wo 'es,, and professional
(academic) worries. .

Of the .five items wliere there, is a greater inciBence of female response
three may be classified as personal' type worries, viz. herr* 'Being unsure
of your abilities:: Item II Peeling shy or awkward'; and Item 21 'Rules or
restrictions of your reside41111'c011ege'.4 The other two items where females
indicate a greater concern could be classified as 'professional' type worries.
These are Itein 2 'Me Thought of examinations or Other forms oft assess
ment' and Item. 3 Feeling overwhelmed by academic work'.

As may be observed from an examination of Table 6 both items where
there is an indication of greater concern by males are of the 'professional'
Table 6-Items -on which the distribution of males and females responding differ

significantly .

Item X2 df le
(a) Items checked by -a greater proportion of male students.
4.

'419.
(h)

' 2.

Being bored by some of your work 4.91 1

Difficulty in doing practical work 15.20 1

Items. checked.,by a greater proportion of female students.
The thought .of examinations or other forms ,

.05>p>.02

.05>p>.02

of/ assessment 12.40 1 p<.001
4 3. Feeling overwhelmed by academic work 5.04 1 .05>p>.02,

6. Being unsure of your abilities -15,90 1 p<.001
II, Feeling shy or' awkward 5.67 1 .02>p>.01

. 21. Rules or restrictions of your residential
college r 0.28 1 .02>p>.01

,4As an aside, I feel that one could comment that advocates of the Women's Liberation
movement.. could 1 cite such findings as supporting some of their complaints about
role socialization' in yur society.



.0 ",.

problem typc*. They arc Item 4 'Being bored by some of your work' and
Item lo) 'Difficulty in doing practical work'.

it would appear from these analyses that females perceive a greater
range.0 problerhs associated with settling iri to the university setting than
do males. Further it" apVeKti that feMales are more subject to 'per8onal:
problems which could be expected to' affect their work. It coald besuggested
that a greater emphasis in student counselling could be used to mitigate
the many problems fainJ female students

(iii) Inier-faculty comparisons"
The third major sepes of analyses carried out were aimed at obtaining

an overview of the types of problems which appeared to have more relevance
in one academic programme of study 'than in the others offered at the°
university. It must Ex; emphasised that the present paper in no way seeks

'to differentiate between types as problems with regard to their relative
impact on individuals. What may be an immensely disturbing problem for
one-student may be a minor irritant for another. Analyses of this type of
problem are beyond the scope of what is attempted here.

The pattern adopted in (i) and (ii) above was carried through in this
set of analyses. The Kendal COellicient of Concordance technique was
adopted as an appropriate. means of comparing the rank-order responses
among the five faculties. The date for these cOmparisons is contained in
Table 7.

It will be obserwed from an inspection of Table 7 that the correlation
among the ranking by the students from different factilties was highly

cisignificant (W = 0.77, X.2 77.0, df 20. p < .001). Thus, it may be con-
'eluded that students in the five programmes of study place their adjustment
problems in a itnilar hierarchical order. This suggests tbat the syndrome
of potential vsorries of the beeinning student are sitNilar irrespective of the
course of study chosen.

Additional insights into the relative importance of each type of problem
for students enrolledin different faculties were obtained bY comparing the
distribution of students from each faculty responding f/t each individual'

ot. item. It will be observed from an examination of Tabfe 8 that there was a
statistically, different distribution of students T ,eight of ,the 21 items on
the check-list.

5A similar 'suggestion was made relating...to female students in the earlier study
., concerned with CA.F.. students (Collins. 1972).
6Because of ihe uneven *sex distribution of students abitoss the five faculties it was
imposFrible to control this variable for these comparisons.
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Table 7-1Iems Checked by Students Enroll 'ed lii Different PmgrammeN of Study'

Item Arts

N 48

Rank %

1. Feeling that ou're not working as hard as you should 1 (72,5)

2, The thOugh1/46f paminations or other forms of assessment 3 (608)

Feeling overwhelmed by academic work 4 (45.0)

4, Being bored bY some of your work 5 (42.5)

5. Being depressed 6 (40.0)

6. Being, unsure of your abilities). 2 (67.5)

7, Difficulty in understanding leclures, 16 (15,0)

8, Worry over/money 7. (32,5)

9. Worry about future career prospects 9.5 (22.5)

10; Prot) lei; with boy/giri friend 13 (17,5)

11. Feeling shy or awkward 13 (17.5)

12, tack oil guidance in your work by stall' 11 (qo,o)(

13, The mannepor attitude of a kcturer 8 (27,5)

14. Worry about your family 1( ...(15.0)

15, bifficulty in doing written work or exercises 4.5 (22,5)

16, Feeling ldnel' i '1 (17.5)

17, Disagreements With 'student friends 11 108)

18, Unsatisfactory accorpodation 16 (15,0

19. Difficulty in doing practical work 18.5 (10.0)

O. Homesickness 18.5 (10,0)

N. Rules or restrictions of your residential college 20 (2.5)

W 0.77, X2 77.0, df 20, p < .001

Comnierce Education Engineering

N 21 N84 N 31

Rank c't Rank % Rank %

1.5 (57.1) 1 (84.7) 1 (87,1)

3 (42.9) 2.,(73.9) 9 (35,5)

4.5 (333) 44,, (64,3) 6,5 (383)

1,5 (57.1) 8 \436,91 2 (58,1)

12.5 (14.3) 10,5' (32.1) 11 (32.3)

4.5 (33.3) 5 (65,5) 3 (54.8)

8,5 (21.8) (72.6) 0 5 (48,4)

8.5 (23,8) 10.5 (2.1) 12 (29,0)

10.5 (19,0) 18 (107) 13 (25.8)

10.5 (198) 13 (19,0) 17.5 (416.1)

15.5 (9.5) 12 9 8) 14.5 (22,6)

15,5 (9.5) 9 ( 5) 9 (35.5)

6.5, (28,6) 6 (46.4) 9 (35,5)

15.5 (9,5) 14 (16,7) 16 (19,4)

6,5 (28,5) ,; 7 (40,5) (38,7)

15,5 (9,5) 16 (11,9) 14,5 (22.6),

19,5 (0;0) 21 (3,6) 0.5 (0.0)

12.5 (14,3) 19 ,(8.3) 17,5 (16,1)

19.5 (0.0) 16 (11.9) 49i) (51.6)

19.5 (0,0) 16 ((1.9), 1 02,9)

19.5 (0.0) 20 (6.0) 20.5 (0,0)

1The Kendall Coefficient of Concordance technique of comparing ranks i described in full in Siegel (1956, pp, 229.238),

Science

N 33

Rank %

1 (69.7)

6.5 (30,3)

8.5 (27.3)

8.5 (27.3)

1/1.5 (21.2)

2.5 (39,4)

2.5 (39,0

4.0 (36.4)

6.5 (30.3)

11,5 (21.2)

11.5 (21.2)

15,5 (15,2)

11.5 (21.2)

15.5 (15,2)

18,5 (12.1)

15.5 (15,2)

18,5 (3.0)

15,5 1(15.2)

5 (33.3)

26.5 (3.0)

20.5 (3.0)

1
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Table 11----Sumnotryo NW of ehlAquare analysee oi distribution of remxthseg I &why**

I.

Hem
Feeling that you're not working as hard\ as

yo at

vou shoukl .
111.8 4 .02>p.01

4 i 1. 1 he thought of examinations or other forms
of assessment . . - 26.64 '4 P"--- 4)01

3, Feeling overwhelmed by ut:ademic work 17.55 , 4 p<.001
4. Being bored by some of your work 9.14 4 .10>p>.05 (N.S.)-
5. Being depressed 5.72 4 .30>p>.20 (N.S.)
6. Being unsure of your. ubdities 13.40 4 .01 >p>.02
7. Difficulty in understanding lectures \ 43.56 4 p<.001
8. Worry over money 1 1.05 '4' .95>p.90 (N.S.)
9. Worry about future career prospects 7.75 '4 .20>p>,10 (N.S.)
0. Problems with boy/girl friend 0.31 4 .99>p>.98 (N.S.)
I. Feeling shy or awkward , 5.05 4 .30>p>.20 (N.S.)
'. I.ack of guidance in your work by staff 10.18 4 .05>p>.02
3. 1 he manner or attitude of a lecturer 8,96 4 .10>p>.05 -(N.S.)
4, Worry about your family 0.97 4 4 .95>p>.90 (NI.) .
5. Difficulty in doing written work or exercises 11.35 4 ,05>p>.02
6. Feeling lonely 2.76 4 .70>p>.50 (N.S.)-
7. Disagreements with student friends 0.09 I .95>p>.90 (N,S.)
8. Unsatisfactory accommodation 0,49 I .90>p>.80 (N.S.)
9. Difficulty in doing practical work 27.77 1 p<.001

20. Homesickness 0.03 I .96>p>.80 (N.S.)
21. Rules or restrictions of your residential ,

college 0.29 1 .70>p>.50 (N.S.)
?

--,-

. The differences in distribution of res ses by students of tlifferent
faculties on the items where statistical sign cance was found were analysed
further. On each of these items the percent students from each faculty
indicating that the item described a problem àpropriate to their experience
was compared with the results for each other faculty. The results to these
analyses arc contained in Tables 9-18 inclusive.

,

To make more than gener5lized) comments about differences among
faculties as revealed in Tables 9418 would obviously be beyond tbe scope
of a paper of this kind. However, even at a first inspection, since some
obvious patterns appear discernible, comment appears warranted. Where
faculties differ in- the percentage of studentsjesponding to particular iems
such differences do not appear to be random in nature. It is not generally
the case that students in one faculty having problems in one item have .
balanced by having fewer problems on another. Indeed, where students
a faculty have one problem there seems to be an associatea cluster of other
problems which add to the burden. Further, the generahpattern that emerges
could be described a's one of lack of symmetry. for ample. Edtcation
students have a greater proportion of students checking six items than Arts':
students but there arc no items which 'evoke a greater response among Arts
students than among Education students. This general pattern dominates_ ,

S.
ihe view of inter-faculty comparisons with Education and Engineering

.

For items 17-21 inclusive the 5 x 2 tables wire collapsed into 2 x 2 tablet representing
Humanities (Arts + Commerce + Education) and TechnolOgies ,(Engineering
Science). This was necessary because of low cell frequencies in this section of the
analysis.
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Mtudents apparenily*Aving more problems fhan students from other faculties
while Commerce sti4Jents aypear to have I he least.

4'

Table iems on with+ Educalli'm and EngineerinAludents Differ Significantly

Item
t a I Items with a gi eater proportion of hducation students checking.

2. I kt thought of examsoor other forms of assessment 6.28
1. Being overwhelmed by some of your work 4,00 i'"
7. Dillicidtv in understanding lectures 3.90 .

1111 'tom with a greater proportion of 1:hamming studepts checking.
l°.,-4)ihhicuilis in ,doing practical work 7.22

'P'

p<.001
p<.001

p .001

Table 10-Items on which Education and Arts Students Differ Significantly

Item
la I Items with a greater proportion of Education students checking.

heding that you're not vvorking as hard as you shoukl 2.35
'. I he thought of exams or other forms of assessment 2.34
I. Being overwhelmed by academic work 3.11
7. Difficulty in understanding lectures 11.29

12. 1.ack of guidance in your work by staff
15. Difficulty in doing written work or exercises

.1.59
3.10

th Items with a greater proportion of 'Aryr students checking.
Nil.

.

.05 >p>.01
>p>.01

.01> p>,001
p < .001

.01>p>.001
.01>p >.001

Table I 1-Items on which Education and Science Students Pilfer Signifliantly

Item "e
(a I Items with a greater proportion of Education students checking.

I. heeling that you're not working as hard as you should 2.78
2. file thought of examinations or other forms. of

assessment 6.49..
3. feeling overwhelmed by academic work 6.07

: 6. Being unsure of your abilities 4.14
7. Difficulty in understanding lectures , 5.44

12. Luck of guidance .in your work by staff 3.39
15. Difficulty in doing written work or exercises 5.16
i hi hems with a greater proportion of $cience students checking.
19. Difficulty in doing practical .work.:4 3.89

fi..?!-

.01>p>.001

p <.001
p<.001
p<.001
p < .001
p < .001
p<.001

p<.00I

Table 12-Items on which Education and . Commerce Students Differ Significandy
.,

. .
A- Item ..

(al Items with a grea4er proportion of EductIfion students checking.
I. heeling that you're not working as hard as you should 4.60 p<.001

2. 'f he thought , of examinations or other forms of
assessment 4.75 p<.00I

3. Feeling overwhelmed by academic wOrk ,470 p<DOI6. [Ming unsure of your abilities Pl<.001
7. Difficulty in understanding lectures tit 8.13. p<.00I

,12. Lack of guidance in your work by staff *0 4.55 P<.001
19.. Difficulty in doing practical work

, 3.72 p<.00I
(b) Bents .With a greater proportion of Commerce students checking.
N I 119
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'Table 1N---hems on .s,Lkh Enginsiring and Arts Students Differ Significantly.

hem
In) Items with a greater proportion of Engineering students checking.
I. Feeling that you're not working as hard as you should -1.21
7. Difficulty in understanding lectures 4.58

I. DiffiCulty in doing practical Work
262..9(1:8:

12. Lack of guidance in your work by staff
15. Difficulty in doing written work or exercises

b) Items with a greater proportion of Arts students chec ing.
Nil.

4

.05 >p>.01
. p<.(8)1'

05>p>.01

p..001

...

'Faille 14-Items on which Engineering and Science Students Differ Significantly

Ilk Item
( a) Items with a greater proportion of Engineering students checking.

I. 'Feeling that you're not working as hard as you should 2.45 .05>p>.01
7. Difficulty in understanding- lectures 2.70 .05>p>.01

12. I.ack of guidance in your work by staff 2.67 .01>p>.001
15. Difficulty in doing written ivork -or exercises 1.64 p<.001
19. Difficulty in doing practical work .. 2.13 .05>p>.01
(b) Items with a greater proportiOn of Science students checking. ,
Nil. .

'Fable 15-Items on which Engineering and Commerre Students Differ Significantly

Item . 'z' Sp.

(a) Items Wittt a greater proportion of Engipeering students cheeking. ,
I. Feeling that you're not working IIS hard as,you should 4.41 ' p.<.001

6. Being unsure of your abilities 2.26 .05>p>.01
12. Lack of guidance in your work by staff 3.33 p<.001
19. Difficulty in doing practical work 7.48 p<.00I
(b) Items with a greater proportion 'of Commerce students checking.

' Nil.

Table 16-1-Items on which Arts and Science Students Differ Significantly

Item
(a) Items with a greater proportion of Arts students checking.

3. Feeling overwhelmed by academic work 2.27
6. Being unsure of your abilities . 3.57

(b) Iteins with a greater proportion of Science students checking'
'7. Difficulty in understanding lectures , % 3.44
19. Difficulty in doing practical work 3.53

<

P<
13<.

Table l'7-Items on whirl; Arts and Con;merce Students Differ Significantly

Item 4 .2. Sp,

ifei\ Items with a greater proportion of Arts students checking. .
2. The thought of examinations or other forms of

assessment 3.76 p<.001
6. Being unsure of your abtlities 4.02 p<.001

19. Difficulty in doing practical work 2.56, .01 >p >.00 I
(b) Iterhs with a greater..proportion of Commerce students checking.
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Table 111--Iterna on vi'vlikh Sciehce and Comni;rce Student% Differ Significantly

item
(a) Item u greater pmpoi lion of Scienc:'idents checking. s'
19. Dinh: ilty in doing practicUl work 5.20 .

11)) hem with a greater proportion of Commerce :Indents check ing.
.15. idly in doing written work or exercises 2.19

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

p<.001

.05>p>.0I

The data presented in this paper is aimed at providing some insights
into the incidence 'of problems faced 'by student& commencing stUdy at an
Australian university. It provides material for a comparison of the problems
faced by these students with problems faced by 'students enrolled in other
forms of tertiary edu'eation in .Australia.

A study of student adjustment problems must he regarded as a complex
one, but one wh; i; requires some macroscopic overview of the domain
before researcher i further analyse priority areas identified in preliminary

'surveys such 'as thise''

The results obtained here complement in many ways the results obtained
with a sample of College of Advanced Education students (Collins, 1972)
suggesting that students enrolling in different types of tertiary institutions
in 'Australia have lo come to terms with similar 'problems'.

The principal findings of the study could besummarised as.suggesting
that (a). male and female students.' (b) students from different academic
programmes of study, and (c) students from different western cultures, all
,perceive similar priorities in ordering their adjustment worries into an
hierarchical list.

The study also reveals differences among groups in an "item-by-item
/ analysis: These differences follow the pattern that Australian student& tend

to check more items than their English counterparts, that fernale students
experience more non-academic, or -personal, worries than males in adjusting
to the university situation, hand that students from strongly vocationally
oriented programmes of study (Education'and Engineering-) appear tO perceive
more areas of concern,-ihan students from morc general programmes of
study (Arts:( ommerce and Science).
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A PPI.NDIX

Nil/OF:NT SI ha Er
INEOR MA LION: In an attempt to gain information alunit the incidence of various
types of problems faced by students undertaking tertiary studies is research project is

being carried out by members of the Education Department of (h. unive-rsity. It is

hoped that knoWledge of the level of incidence of various types of problems faced by
stutknts will enable recommendations tit be made to minimize the effects of such

problems.

It would he 'appreciated if you would agree to provide (esponscs to the question&
set out in the survey. yoa will note that the form docs NO I. require yon to gOir
your name. All that Wrcquired is for you to tick the appikriate set of hrackth
(n this page and then proceed to page 2..

p) Male ( Eemale'( . )

(('1 (u.ulty Enrolment: .

( Artl ( I Commerce and Economics ( Education (

Engineering ( 1: Science ( )..

In) Type of Ehri :
Full tinic ( ): Part time (

(F. ) Fees:
Fees paid by a scholarship ( 4 Paying own fees ( )

(F). Enrolment Status:
1st Year Undergraduate ( )

2nd Year Undergraduate (

3rd )4.,ar Undergraduate. (
4th Year Undergraduate' (

2 Post- raduak

( FI ) Ace:
Years (

ft I Acemnmoriation:
Living in a College (

I.iving off campus RUT not at own home .(
Living at parents" homc
Livihg in own homc ( )

(1 ) Previous Education:
My last secondary schooling was at:

a state high school ( )

at catholic sigh lichool ( s )

an indepindent high school. f;IA )

other (

Please give detiti4.
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(MCA . HS"
INS 1 RI 11ONS think back over M pair eel, and 'awn put a tick against am'
Of 1he following pi obleiMr ihat have been .a win ry to you during that time.

I. Feeling that you'ie not wot king as hard as vou shook! 1

2 1 he thought ol eIIuuIuII tuou OP Othei forms 41 assessment 1

1. Reling ovel whelmed by `academics wui k ( 1

, 4 Being limed h, %mile of Volll work ( )

Reins depressed r

h Hong unsure of vour airtime. I 1

7 Difficulty in understanding lectures 1

N. Worry over money )

9. Worry about future careei prospects /

10. Problems with boy girl friend 1

1 It Feeling shy , or itwkss itrd ) .

12. Lack of guidance in your work by stall 1

1 V 1-he. manner or attitude 01 a 'lecturer (

14. Worry about your family
15. Difficult y in doing .written work or exercises ( )

1h. Feeling lonely )
17. Disagreemerits with strident friends (

UnSa 1 isfa elm y accommodation ( )

19. Difficulty in doing praetica) work i
20. Homesickness ( )

21. Rules or restrictions of your residefitial colkge (

If there are any other problems that come to mind that have relation to your life
as a st uticnt and which have been a worry to you over the past week.. pleaSe continue
the list below.

23.

.24.

25.
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